
Why study A Level Geography
at Tarporley Sixth Form?
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Geography at Key Stage 5 investigates the rapidly changing World in which we live. We examine the 
core principles of Geography through investigating numerous different places around the World. We 
aim to show students that every action has a consequence not only locally but also globally too.

All units focus on the most up to date case-study content, with topics including: Global Warming; 
migration; Global hazards; coasts; rebranding; superpowers; bridging the development; tectonic 
hazards; energy and water security, building upon the skills and content studied at GCSE.

Both teachers have  over ten years’ experience teaching Geography A-Level. The mixture of science and arts 
backgrounds complements the teaching, the students’ learning and subsequent enjoyment of the subject 

Follow us: @THSGEOGALEVEL 
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Where could Geography take me?
Our students went on to read:
• Jacob  – Oceanography and coastal 

processes – University of Plymouth
• Georgia  – Geography University of 

Cardiff
• Jasmin – Geography – University of 

Birmingham
• Joseph - Geography & Natural 

Hazards – Coventry University
• Sion – Geography – Edge Hill 

University
• Katie  – Geography – University of 

Keele
• Jacob – Geology – University of 

Durham
• Will - Agri-Business - Harper 

Adams University
• Natasha – Geography – Edge Hill 

University
• Amy Morris - Geography –

University of Liverpool

“Geography, for me, is a subject which 
inspires confidence within lessons and 

topic knowledge – which is crucial during A 
Level. The teacher support and system for 
covering content excels other subjects and 
allows you to know exactly where you are 

supposed to be. Because of this it’s a 
subject you can enjoy”

Current year 13 student

“Geography ties together 
everything you know and relates 

it to real life, not just a subject 
but developing yourself as a 

citizen.”

Anabelle, Geography 
Undergraduate

Geography will improve your analytical skills as well as being able to look at topics 
from several different perspectives, whilst greatly improving your essay and report 
writing ability. You will learn - discussion and analysis; problem solving; handling 

data; teamwork; presentations; debating skills; practical fieldwork skills; primary and 
secondary data collection along with evaluation; essay and report writing skills. 
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